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Abstract Multi-robot system has become a research hotspot because of low demand on the sensors’ ac-

curacy, high reliability, and high efficiency. To put all the robots together, formation control is a crucial

problem. In this paper, we propose a local position-based method to plan trajectories and build a pyramid

pattern for a fleet of NAOs in the obstacle-free environment by refering to the position-based method and

giving an O(n logn) collision avoidance strategy inspired from one graph theory, where the local positions

are estimated from optical sensors. To get the local positions, an integrated image processing method is

developped. Firstly a mask-base is generated to store the features of NAOs, and a cross-correlation method

is introduced to recognize the NAO. Subsequently, the distance and angle models are proposed to get the

local information from a single image. Then, a visual compass is introduced to obtain the orientation of one

NAO. After the local information exchange by the WiFi communication, a neighbor-check method is put

foward to distinguish the homogeneous NAOs (all the NAOs look like the same). Further, a common frame

is constructed as an artificial global frame, and straight non-intercrossing trajectories are planned according

to the O(n logn) collision avoidance strategy. At last, the performance of our proposed local position-based

method is verified by the simulations with up to 15 robots and the indoor experiments with 3 NAOs in a

real environment. The convergence of the method has been demonstrated in both obstacle-free and static

obstacle environments.
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1 Introduction

Robots have been widely used in many fields, such as search and rescue in the dangerous environments,

tracking and arresting targets [1, 2], environment monitoring [3], and surveillance. Now, the studies

about multi-robot systems are also increasing greatly because their cooperation can reduce the demand

for sensors’ accuracy, improve the reliability and can expand their working range to save time [4]. To

make them cooperate and accomplish the missions well, a pattern formation needs to be considered and

built to connect all the robots together. The existed formations mainly belong to four categories [5]:
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virtual structure [6], behavior-based method [7], artificial potential field technique [8], and leader-follower

structure [9].

To form the formations, formation control methods play essential roles, which include position-based,

displacement-based and distance-based methods, according to the capacity of sensors and the topology of

robots [10]. Position-based methods are the most popular and the easiest way to build one formation by

updating the global positions online [11–13], while displacement-based methods need all the local robot

frames to be aligned to the same orientation [14]. Distance-based methods have no special demand for

each local robot frame, whereas it is a big challenge to propose the satisfying algorithms [15].

To get the positions, distances or other geometric information needed by the formation control methods,

global or local sensors are needed, such as GPS, radio frequency (RF), laser, and vision system. In some

cases, it is difficult to get the global positions in real-time, such as in some underground or underwater

environment. As a result, building a pattern with local positions should be solved. An on-board vision

system can be used to sense the local information for each robot. Except detecting the neighboring robots

(neighbors) and getting their local positions, the vision system can also be used to avoid obstacles along

the trajectories [16].

To cooperate with each other, communication should be considered. Usually, RF (or acoustic) com-

munication is the main way to communicate on land (or in the water), but packet loss problem is still

exiting. Now optical communication has been considered, such as [17], consequently the vision system

can be used as part of communication to reduce the communication volume.

Now, NAO humanoid robot, as shown in Figure 1, is very popular, especially in the humanoid robot

football game. And they are portable and affordable with acceptable quality and performance. They

provide a platform to do the studies and to develop more functions [18]. In this paper, we focus on the

problem of building a pattern with local positions got from the on-board cameras for the multi-NAO

system in a 2D obstacle-free environment with minimum communication. The characteristics of the

multi-NAO system include:

(1) The outline shape of NAO robot is complex with abundant features;

(2) All the NAOs are the same and share the same algorithms (homogeneous structure);

(3) The information acquisition (local position and orientation) depends on the forehead camera of

each NAO robot.

Considering that the forehead camera looks forward, a leader-follower pattern, the planar pyramid

pattern (pyramid pattern for short in the rest part), is given to put all the NAOs together [19], because

the internal robots can consolidate the connections among the robots and reduce the communication

length, which meets the short working range of the video cameras. To achieve the pyramid pattern, a

local position-based control method is proposed to plan trajectories and build the pattern with minimum

WiFi communication by refering to the position-based method and giving an O(n log n) complexity

collision avoidance strategy. To make the method feasible, the image processing is a key part to get the

local positions of NAOs from a single image. Then an integrated image processing method, composed by

the recognition method of NAO, the corresponding relative distance and angle models, a visual compass

to get the global orientation, is developped. After sharing the local positions, a neighbor-check method

is given to distinguish the homogeneous NAOs’ IDs and to check the real neighbors. Further, a common

frame is built to get the initial distribution refering the position-based method. Finally, the O(n logn)

complexity collision avoidance strategy inspired from a graph theory is put forward to optimize the

pyramid distribution and plan the non-intercrossed straight trajectories to prevent the collision between

NAOs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem to be solved is described in

detail. The recognition of NAOs and extraction of neighbors’ information are presented in Section 3. The

proposed local position-based control method considering the collision avoidance strategy with the local

positions got from optical sensors is stated in Section 4. In Section 5, simulations with up to 15 robots

and real experiments done with 3 NAOs are displayed. And the conclusion is given in Section 6.
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Figure 1 (Color online) One NAO humanoid robot. Figure 2 (Color online) Sketch of a planar pyramid

pattern.

2 Problem description

In this paper, there are some assumptions: (1) each NAO moves in a 2D plane without obstacles; (2) there

are enough features in the surroundings; (3) all the NAOs are located in a visual range, each NAO can

see at least one neighbor, and they can be connected with each other through their neighbors. Otherwise,

the NAOs will do the searching part again until they meet the condition (3).

The pattern to be built is a pyramid pattern shown in Figure 2, which is a leader-follower model,

designed in [19] based on the second smallest eigenvalue of Laplacian matrix [20] and other literals [21,22].

Except the leader, each of the other NAOs (noted as a child) followers one NAO located in their front

layer (noted as a parent) with the expected distance de and angle ϕe, respectively.

The purpose of this paper is to build a pyramid pattern with homogeneous NAOs depending on the local

positions obtained by the visual system (the forehead camera) from a limited random origin distribution.

In an obstacle-free environment, the position-based method can be referred. But without updating global

positions online, the local position-based method should plan trajectories for all NAOs to arrive at their

destinations as well as no collision among NAOs only depending on relative positions.

To make this kind of control method be valid, the NAOs should be recognized from the images.

Subsequently, the relative positions among NAOs should be obtained, which include two elements: relative

distance and relative angle. Both elements should be calculated immediately once a neighboring NAO is

detected from a single image. To achieve this, a distance model and an angle model should be constructed

beforehand. Moreover, as NAOs have no compasses but cameras, a visual-based method to measure

NAOs’ orientations should be introduced to provide feedback to make each NAO rotate to an acceptable

orientation. Further, with a homogeneous structure, a distinction method should be given to distinguish

each NAO before planning trajectories with our control method.

Therefore, in this paper, we need to solve these problems: (1) giving an image processing method to

recognize NAOs from images, to get the relative distances and angles, and to estimate the NAOs’ orien-

tations; (2) proposing a kind of local position-based control method considering the collision avoidance

strategy to build a pattern with the local positions got from the optical sensor without the assistance of

global sensors, at the same time, without collision among NAOs.

3 Image processing method for NAOs

In this paper, information acquisition mainly depends on the forehead camera of each NAO, as shown

in Figure 1. Consequently, image processing becomes a significant part to compute the NAOs’ local

positions.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 3 (Color online) The examples of the same NAO’s visual features captured with different relative orientations θ.

(a) θ = 0, ϕ = 0; (b) θ = 90, ϕ = 0; (c) θ = 120, ϕ = 0; (d) θ = 180, ϕ = 0; (e) θ = 180, ϕ = 90; (f) θ = 320, ϕ = 0. θ is

the orientation, the angle between the torso and the north directions, while ϕ is the heading, the angle of head yaw.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4 (Color online) Image segmentation for recognizing an NAO: detection of the orange tuples. (a), (c) The origin

color images; (b), (d) the corresponding segmented images.

3.1 Recognition of NAOs

Different visual features will be extracted when an NAO is located at different orientations θ (the angle

between torso and north orientations) with different headings ϕ (the angle of head yaw), the visual

features of the same NAO with different orientations are exampled in Figure 3. To recognize the NAOs

correctly, a mask-base (M-base) is created to store these different features. Then a 2D cross-correlation

is used to select the mask in M-base, which is the most similar to the visual features extracted from the

current image [23].

3.1.1 Generation of a mask

As shown in Figure 3, the orange tuples of an NAO can be detected and distinguished from the suroundings

by being segmented from the perceived image in the HSV color space with the orange range (2, 170, 50)

(Hmin, Smin, Vmin) and (10, 255, 255) (Hmax, Smax, Vmax): except the orange regions are transformed

into the white color, the other colors are transformed into the black color, as shown in Figure 4. Then

the head and shoulders constitute one mask.

3.1.2 Construction of the M-base

Ideally, this M-base should consist of all the features of an NAO got from different distances d, different

headings ϕ and different orientations θ. To save time, the masks in this M-base are got from the fixed

distance, ds = 0.6 m with the head yaw keeping to zero degree ϕ = 0, as the available distance interval

is [0.5 m, 1.45 m] [23]. To get an accurate M-base, the masks are generated in a simulation software

“V-rep”, as shown in Figure 5. Then we generate masks according to the following criteria.

(1) Construct two NAOs (NAO-i and NAO-j) totally according to the parameters of the real NAOs [24].

Both NAOs maintain the same posture: “StandZero”.
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Figure 5 (Color online) The generation of the M-base in the software “V-rep”.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 6 Some masks of the M-base corresponding to the (a)–(d), (f) of Figure 3. (a) θ = 0; (b) θ = 90; (c) θ = 120;

(d) θ = 180; (e) θ = 320.

(2) NAO-i, NAO-j both stand on the y axis of the “V-rep” frame with the position (0,0) and (0, 0.6

m) respectively.

(3) The orientation of NAO-i is fixed, always along the y axis of the “V-rep” frame (θi = 0◦), as shown

in Figure 5; while the NAO-j turns around continuously with a step length: θstp = 5◦ (in Figure 5, the

orientation of NAO-j is θj = 180◦).

(4) At each orientation of NAO-j, the NAO-i captures one image of NAO-j, and generates one mask

with the features located in the center part of the image. After the NAO-j turns around, 72 (360
◦

5◦ ) masks

are generated, which make up the M-base. Some examples are shown in Figure 6.

3.1.3 Recognition of NAO

To recognize the pose and the distance to another NAO, the 2D discrete cross-correllation (Eq. (1)) is

used to select the mask in M-base that is the most similar to the observed tuple.

(f ∗ g)[x, y] =
w
∑

m=0

h
∑

n=0

f [m,n]g[x+m, y + n]. (1)

Here, f [m,n] stands for one mask in the M-base, while g[x, y] represents a tuple group extracted from

one image. w and h are the width and height of the tuple group, respectively.

The larger the value of (f ∗ g) is, the higher the similarity between f [m,n] and g[x, y] will be. Then

we define a confidence λ =
√

a
b
(the possibility to be an NAO) to judge whether g[x, y] is an NAO or

not. Here, a = (f ∗ g)[x, y], and b = (f ∗ f)[x, y].

However, usually, the images segmented by the orange color include more than just the NAOs’ features

because of other orange objects or light noises in each image, as shown in Figure 7(b). To eliminate

the noises, the qualities of the images should be improved. In this work, the noises are filtered by one

Gaussion filter combined with some morphological operations (closing and opening), and one improved

image is shown in Figure 7(c). And like the Figure 7(c), there are usually more than 3 tuples in the

images because that more than one NAOs somtimes are shown in the pictures and light noises sometimes
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7 (Color online) The tuples extracted from one image. (a) One image got from the forehead camera; (b) the

binary image after segmentation of image with orange color in the HSV space; (c) enhanced image with one Gaussian filter

and the closing and opening operations of morphological operations.

cannot be eliminated totally for reserving the NAOs’ features as much as possible. In this case, to find

the real tuple group, every 3 tuples (or 2 tuples if in the “side” postures) will construct one group gj[x, y],

and all the tuple groups in one image will assemble to a set S = gj [x, y] (j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , C3
n(or C

2
n)), where

n is the number of tuples detected from one image.

Algorithm 1 determines which mask in the M-base corresponds to the visual features extracted from

the current image. It consists an exhaustive search on every tuple group in the image, every pose and

every distance. Each distance corresponds to a scale factor rg on the masks computed at a fix distance

of 0.6 m. The association of the mask in M-base and the tuple group gj[x, y] in the image showing the

highest confidence λmax is selected.

Algorithm 1 Recognition of NAOs with all the tuple groups in one image

for gj [x, y] in tuple groups do

for mask in M-base do

for scale (rgj ) in range [0.01, 1.5] with a step 0.01 do

dim = size of mask × rgj ;

if the size of dim is smaller than the size of the tuple group gj [x, y] then

Break;

end if

end for

mask new = mask × dim, to change the size of mask to become smaller than the size of gj [x, y];

λgj is calculated by comparing the mask new with the tuple group gj [x, y], and is stored in the list Lλ;

end for

λgj = max{Lλ} is the evaluation of gj [x, y] and is stored in the list Lλmax
;

end for

λmax = max{Lλmax
} is the evaluation of an NAO existence or not in this image.

If λmax is larger than a given threshold (λth = 0.6 in our study), one NAO is recognized, and its

position in the image is that of the tuple group gj [x, y]; meanwhile, the associated scale rgj will also be

stored.

Remarks. As all the masks in the M-base are generated in the image center part, all the tuple groups

are valid only when they are located in the center part of an image.

3.2 Extraction of neighbors’ information

With the neighboring NAOs recognized from the images, the neighbors’ information (relative positions)

should be calculated, which includes the relative distances and angles, and the orientation of NAO itself.

As there is only one on-board camera, to obtain the relative distances and angles, a distance model and

an angle model should be put forward and calibrated. To get the orientation of NAO, a visual compass

is introduced to make up for the lack of a compass.
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Figure 8 The corresponding feature points in two adjacent images. Left image stands for the current image, while the

right one is the latest image.
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Figure 9 (Color online) The NAO frame (NAO-i), the neck frame (neck-i) (a) and the local frame (local-i) (b). In the

NAO-i, the x axis is looking forward in the horizon plane, y axis is perpendicular to the x axis in the horizon plane, the

origin point is the mass center, and z axis is perpendicular to the xy plane. The neck-i is parallel to the NAO frame. In

the local-i, the origin point and its y axis coincide with the origin point and x axis of the NAO-i respectively, and its x axis

is along the inverse direction of the y axis of the NAO-i.

3.2.1 Identification of the orientation

The visual compass uses the forehead camera to get the offset of orientation (∆θ) at each rotation step

by combining the comparative results of two adjacent images and the values measured by accelerometer

and gyroscope [25]. To guarantee the validity of visual compass, there should be enough corresponding

features in the two adjacent images. It means that the surroundings should include abundant features,

and each rotation step cannot be too large. Figure 8 shows one comparison result of two adjacent images.

Then the current orientation will become

θc = θl +∆θ. (2)

Here, θc and θl are the current and latest orientations of the rotating NAO relative to the initial orien-

tation. It implies that the orientation is a relative angle, whose value depends on the initial orientation

given.

3.2.2 Establishment of the angle model

Before establishing the angle model, the NAO frame (noted as NAO-i) and the neck frame (noted as

neck-i) should be described first. As shown in Figure 9(a), the NAO-i is relatively fixed to its torso,

which is changeable following the movement of the NAO. The axes of the neck-i are totally parallel to

those of the NAO-i. The head yaw ϕNij in the NAO-i will be equal to ϕnij in the neck-i.

Associated with each NAO-i, a local frame is constructed, shown in Figure 9(b), noted as the local-i.

Like the NAO-i, the local-i is also relatively fixed with the NAO’s torso.

The angle model expresses the relative angle between one neighbor NAO-j and NAO-i in the local-i,

ϕlij . The heading ϕnij (the angle of head yaw between the neck joint and x axis of neck-i) can be read

from the neck joint. Considering that only the tuple groups at the center part of one image will be used

to recognize the NAO in our study, the heading of NAO-i, ϕNij , can be seen as the relative angle between
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Figure 10 (Color online) Camera model. oiuivi is the image frame, u axis and v axis are along the width and height

of the image respectively. ocixciycizci is the camera frame of forehead camera of the NAO-i, where oci is the optic center.

Its z axis is along the direction of optic axis and the z axis is parallel to the x axis of the NAO-i. x axis and y axis are

parallel to the u axis and v axis, respectively. Pij is the mass center of NAO-j in the NAO-i. f is the focus of forehead

camera of NAO-i. Aij and Auv are the projections of one aspect of NAO-j in the plane ocixciyci and in the CCD oiuivi.

The distance between NAO-i and NAO-j is dij .

one neighbor NAO-j and NAO-i in the NAO-i according to the method in Subsection 3.1. Then the angle

model can be expressed as

ϕlij = ϕNij + 90◦. (3)

3.2.3 Establishment of the distance model

As mentioned in Subsection 3.1.3, each extracted NAO is associated with a scale rg to get the maximum

similarity value. Figure 10 shows the camera model. Assuming that Aij and Auv are the projection’s

areas of NAO-j in the ocixciyci (translated to the position of NAO-j, Pij , the blue area shown in Figure

10) and in the oiuivi, we can get an ideal relationship between the distance dij and the area Auv of

NAO-j in the image, shown in (4), and Eq. (5) describes the relationship between dij and ds.



















d2ij

(f + δij)2
=

Auv

Aij

=
r2ijwh

wh
,

d2s
(f + δs)2

=
Auv2

Aij

=
r2swh

wh
,

(4)

dij

ds
=

f + δs

f + δij
·
rij

rs
=

f + δs

f + δij
·
1

rg
, (5)

where δij and δs are the uncertain factors because the gj[x, y] cannot exactly be at the center of one

image. rij and rs are the scales between the size of Auv, Auv2 (the projection area in the image when

ds = 0.6 m) and Aij , respectively. And ds = 0.6 m is the distance for the generation of M-base. Then the

distance dij is deduced to have an inverse proportion relationship with the scale rg of NAO-j, expressed

by (6) got from (5):

dij =
a

rg
+ b, (6)

where a is fluctuated around 0.6, standing for the distance corresponding to the M-base, while b represents

uncertain factors. a and b compose a coefficient pair. Because the NAO-j is recognized according to the

different masks of the M-base, a and b associated to each mask are not the same. As a result, a distance

base (D-base) is built to store these coefficient pairs, which will be presented in experiments.

4 Local position-based control method to build a pyramid pattern

Though the local positions got from the video cameras are the only information, considering the time

expenditure, the popular position-based method can also be used without updating the trajectories in

obstacle-free environment. Based on this idea, we propose our local position-based method by combining
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Figure 11 (Color online) The relationship between the origin points of the frames fixed-i (ofixfiyfi) and fixed-j

(ofjxfjyfj).

the position-based method and a collision avoidance strategy together. In this method, a common frame

will be established with the local positions as an artificial global frame. Then the initial distribution

will be translated into this frame. Subsequently, the pyramid pattern will be assigned and the non-

intercrossing straight trajectories will be planned depending on the collision avoidance strategy. Finally,

the NAOs will move to their destination with a simple kinematical control.

4.1 Establishment of the common frame

Inspired by the displacement-based method, a local fixed frame for each NAO is constructed, and all

the fixed frames are aligned to be parallel with each other. The relative positions of neighbors will be

computed in the fixed frames. Then the IDs of all the neighbors will be identified as all the NAOs look

like the same. After that, a common frame will be established.

4.1.1 Estimation of the relative positions

Without the compass, NAOs cannot adjust themselves to the north direction automatically. Conse-

quently, at the beginning, we manually put all the NAOs with the same initial orientation as a north

direction but with random positions in a limited area. The original posture of local-i is regarded a fixed

frame for each NAO (fixed-i), which indicates all the fixed frames are parallel. Then the relative positions

can be calculated.

According to the distance and angle models, the relative positions of NAO-j in the local-i can be

got by
{

xlij = dij · cosϕlij ,

ylij = dij · sinϕlij .
(7)

Then with the visual compass, the θij can be got depending on (2). The neighbors’ information of

each NAO will be calculated in the fixed-i:

(

xij

yij

)

=

(

cos θij − sin θij

sin θij cos θij

)(

xlij

ylij

)

. (8)

4.1.2 Distinction of each neighbor’s ID

After all the NAOs get their neighbors’ information, the communication occurs for exchanging the neigh-

bors’ information among NAOs by WiFi with the below format:

{ID of NAO-i itself: i;

number of neighbors detected by the image processing step: Ni;

relative positions of the detected neighbors: (xij , yij), j ∈ [1, 2, . . . , Ni]}.

As the multi-NAO system has a homogeneous structure, a neighbor-check method is given to distinguish

their neighbors. Because all of the fixed frames are parallel, if NAO-i and NAO-j can find each other,

ideally, the position values of ofi(xji, yji) in the frame ofjxfjyfj and the position values of ofj(xij , yij)

in the frame ofixfiyfi are opposite to each other, shown in Figure 11. The sum of their relative positions
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in each frame should be equal to 0. However, taking into account the position errors, the sum of positions

should be in a small range














εxij = xij + xji < ε,

εyij = yij + yji < ε,

εdij =
√

ε2xij + ε2yij < ε.

(9)

According to the given threshold ε, the IDs and the positions of neighbors can be determined. If there

are more than one relative positions meeting (9), the one with minimum distance error εdmin
= min{εdij

},

j ∈ 0, 1, . . . ,m (m is the number of neighbors of NAO-i whose positions meeting (9)) is the right neighbor.

As a result, if one neighbor’s position of NAO-i and one neighbor’s position of NAO-j can meet (9),

and the error, εdij
, is the minimum value εdmin

, we believe this neighbor of NAO-i is NAO-j, the neighbor

of NAO-j is NAO-i equally. And NAO-i and NAO-j are noted as a neighbor pair. The distinction is

done by going through all the neighbors of all the NAOs, as shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Identification of the IDs of neighbors with the neighbor-check method

for i in all the NAOs do

for j in all the neighbors of NAO-i do

for k in all the NAOs do

if k! = i then

for n in neighbors of NAO-k do

if εxjn, εyjn, εdjn meet (9) and εdjn is the minimum value then

ID of neighbor-j of NAO-i is k;

ID of neighbor-n of NAO-k is i;

end if

end for

end if

end for

end for

end for

Similar to Algorithm 2, we check the results of distinction by re-going through all the neighbors with

their IDs and delete those neighbor pairs whose errors do not meet (9). The correct neighbors will be

obtained.

4.1.3 Establishment of the common frame

After Subsection 4.1.2, each NAO knows the neighbors’ information of all the NAOs (IDs, number of

neighbors, and relative positions). As all the local frames are parallel, each NAO can build a common

frame independently by the critera below.

(1) If each NAO finds at least one neighbors, the fixed-n with maximum neighbors is chosen as the

common frame; otherwise, the NAOs run the second step.

(2) If at least one NAO has no neighbor, these NAOs will restart searching neighbors again, and repeat

the first step.

Then the positions of the other NAOs can be translated into the common frame step by step. For

example, NAO-i is one neighbor of NAO-n, and then the relative position of NAO-i in the fixed-n can be

computed by (8), noted as (xni, yni). After fixed-n is chosen as the common frame (ocxcyc), the position

of NAO-i in the common frame (xci, yci) equal to (xni, yni). Because there is only translation between

every fixed frame and the common frame, the position of NAO-j (one neighbor of NAO-i) in the common

frame will become
{

xcj = xci + xij ,

ycj = yci + yij .
(10)
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(a) (b)

Figure 12 (Color online) The illustration of Lemma 1. If the points choose the short distances as the edges, the edges

will be never intercrossing. (a) The general situation; (b) the situation with all the points are alligned. In this case,

de1 + de′
1

= de2 + de′
2

, but if max(de1 , de′
1

) < max(de2 , de′
2

), we regard the e1 and e′1 are not intercrossing.

4.2 Collision avoidance strategy

With the initial distribution in the common frame, a collision avoidance strategy should be put forward

to identify and optimize the pyramid distribution to be closed to the initial distribution, and plan the

trajectories without collision.

Assuming that the net constituted by the NAOs’ positions is one graph G, the points, p, p′ are the

positions of NAO-i and NAO-j in the initial distribution, while f , f ′ are the destinations of NAO-i and

NAO-j in the pyramid pattern. Before giving the collision avoidance strategy, Lemma 1 of graph theory

is presented.

Lemma 1 ( [26]). Let e1 = (p, f) and e′1 = (p′, f ′) be two edges in the graph G, e2 = (p, f ′) and

e′2 = (p′, f) be the other two edges in the graph G, and assume that p, p′, f , and f ′ are distinct, as shown

in Figure 12. Then e1 and e′1 never cross, although they can overlap (e1∩e′1! = ∅, shown in Figure 12(b)),

if de1 +de′
1
< de2 +de′

2
and max(de1 , de′1) < max(de2 , de′2). The proof for Lemma 1 has been given in [14].

After the optimized pyramid distribution is identified, the NAOs will never collide with each other, if

the positions in both distributions match up according to Lemma 1, which can be expressed by

w(G) = argmin





∑

p,f∈G

dis(p, f)



, (11)

where dis(p, f) is the distance between the initial position p and the final postion f , and both p and f

participate to constitute one and only one edge.

Considering that getting w(G) by the mathematical method is complex, a collision avoidance strat-

egy with O(n log n) complexity is proposed to determine the optimized pyramid distribution and plan

trajectories according to Lemma 1.

(1) Identification of the optimized pyramid distribution. As the pyramid pattern is symmetric, the

origin distribution is divided into two groups as evenly as possible by the principal axis based on the

principal component analysis (PCA). The principal axis is the vector associated with the larger eigenvalue

of covariance matrix of positions (shown in Eq. (12)). Then a pyramid frame opxpyp will be established,

as the origin point op(xop, yop) is the average value of all the positions of NAOs in the ocxcyc, the y

axis is the principal axis (the pyramid orientation), and x axis is perpendicular to y axis, as shown in

Figure 13. Subsequently, the pyramid distribution in the pyramid frame opxpyp can be identified according

to its definition after giving the leader position first [19].

Cov =











∑N

i=i x
2
ci

N
− x2

op

∑N

i=i xciyci
N

− xopyop

∑N

i=i xciyci
N

− xopyop

∑N

i=i y
2
ci

N
− y2op











. (12)

(2) Planning the non-intercrossing straight trajectories. The trajectories planning happens in the

pyramid frame opxpyp, because both distributions can be translated into the pyramid frame according

to the relationship between the pyramid frame and common frame, as shown in Eq. (13). And the key

points are to separate the positions into groups evenly and generate the combined sub-groups meeting
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Figure 13 (Color online) Common frame (ocxcyc) and pyramid frame (opxpyp). NAO-n is assumed to be the robot with

the maximum number of neighbors. ocxcyc is the frame fixed-n. Here, ocxcyc presents the orientation but not the real

position, while opxpyp is located at the correct position. Its y axis opyp is the principal axis. Origin point op is the average

value of all the positions in the ocxcyc. β is the angle between the opyp and the ocxc.

the application conditions of Lemma 1. Then the positions in the initial and pyramid distributions can

be matched up according to Lemma 1.

(

xc

yc

)

=

(

sinβ cosβ

− cosβ sinβ

)(

xp

yp

)

+

(

xop

yop

)

, (13)

where (xp, yp) and (xc, yc) are the positions in the pyramid frame and in the common frame respectively.

β is the angle between the opyp and the ocxc.

(a) The generation of the combined sub-groups. To assign the positions in both distributions appro-

priately to constitute commbined sub-groups disjointedly as possible as they can, the positions should be

sorted according to the ranking criteria. (i) The positions in both distributions should be separated into

two groups equally. (ii) The positions in each group should be sorted according to the order of top to

bottom and left to righ.

According to the ranking criteria (i), except the leader, the principal axis separates the initial and the

pyramid distributions into two groups as evenly as possible respectively: LI , RI (the red ellipses shown

in Figure 14(a)) and LP , RP (the blue ellipses shown in Figure 14(b)). The groups should satisfy the

conditions |NLI
−NRI

| 6 1, |NLP
−NRP

| 6 1, and NLI
= NLP

, NRI
= NRP

(NLI
, NRI

, NLP
and NRP

are the numbers of positions in the left and right groups of both distributions). If not, the positions near

the principal axis in both distributions will be re-assigned to the left and right groups.

Then according to the the ranking criteria (ii), the positions in each group (LI , RI , LP , RP ) will be

sorted well. Subsequently, the sub-groups with one or two positions are assigned respectively (the red

dashed ellipses such as RI1, RI2, and the blue dashed ellipses such as RP1, RP2 in Figures 14(a) and

(b)). In the next step, the sub-groups with the same order in both distributions combine together to

make up one combined sub-group (such as RIP1 composed by RI1 and RP1), as shown in Figure 14(c).

(b) Non-intercrossing straight trajectories planning. In each combined sub-group, the positions will

be matched up according to Lemma 1. Then the matched-up positions in the pyramid distribution are

the destinations of robots, and the position relationship1) among robots can be got. The edges of the

match-up positions are non-intercrossing and straight, which are the planned trajectories including two

elements: angle and distance, noted as (ηi, di) in the pyramid frame, shown in Figure 14(c). The details

and the performance proof have been given in [19].

1) After the matching up part, each robot will know the order of its destination and orders of the others. The orders

connected with IDs of robots are noted as position relationship. According to the position relationship, each robot can

compute the expected local information between each robot and each of its neighbors.
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Figure 14 (Color online) The generation of straight and non-intercrossing trajectories in the pyramid frame. Except the

leader (the NAO nearest to the first place in the pyramid pattern), the positions in the initial distribution and in the pyramid

pattern are divided into the combined sub-groups with one or two positions respectively according to their subscriptions

ordered by their coordinations (a), (b). Then in each combined sub-group, they match up depending on Lemma 1. The

straight and non-intercrossing trajectories are planned, noted as (ηi, di) (c).

With the trajectories, each NAO moves to its destination along its trajectory (ηi, di). The movement

of each NAO mainly depends on itself. To keep the NAOs moving straight as possible as they can, a

simple kinematical control, which consists of a rotation control and a distance control, is given. In the

rotation control, the PID control is introduced to correct its orientation ηi with the estimation of the

visual compass as the feedback; while in the distance control, di is divided into several steps to be arrived

at with an open-loop control, and at each step, the orientation is corrected with the rotation control.

The explanation is given in Subsection 5.2.2.

5 Experiments

To evaluate the performances of this local position-based control method, the simulations and real ex-

periments are both done. The simulations with up to 15 robots are performed in Matlab, while 3 NAOs

are used to build a pyramid pattern (actually a triangle) in an indoor environment.

5.1 Simulation

In Matlab, a red point stands for a robot with radius as r = 0.2 m. The expected relative distance and

the relative angle between each robot and its follower are set as de = 2.0 m and ϕe = 30◦, respectively. In

the simulation, we assume that a common frame has been constructed and all the initial distribution has

been translated into the common frame. Then all the robots plan their trajectories with the proposed

collision avoidance strategy and build the pyramid pattern in Matlab.

5.1.1 The test in obstacle-free environment

To verify the performance of the local position-based method to build the pyramids, up to 15 robots are

used to build the pyramid with this method. To estimate the largest tolerable error range of the image

processing step and the movement of NAOs to achieve a pyramid pattern, the relative distance errors
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Figure 15 (Color online) The evaluation of the relative distance errors and relative angle errors between each follower

and the followed robot at the convergent state of pyramid built by 10 robots with the relative distance noises δdij ∈ ±0.1de,

and the planned trajectory noises δdi ∈ ±0.1de and δηi ∈ ±0.05θe. (a) Relative distance errors; (b) relative angle errors.

edij
= dij − de and relative angle errors eϕij

= ϕij − ϕe between each follower (robot-i) and the followed

robot (robot-j) at the convergent state are introduced.

The conditions of the pyramid building successfully are defined by the ratios between relative distance

errors and the expected distance rdij
=

edij
de

and the ratios between relative angle errors and the expected

angle rϕij
=

eϕij

ϕe
. Considering that the pyramid pattern will be continuously coordinated when moving

forward to execute the missions, the errors (rdij
and rϕij

) are allowed to be large but not larger than

30% and should be distributed evenly.

Then a series of noise values δdij
, δdi

and δηi
are added to the relative distances between neighbors and

to the planned trajectories respectively to simulate the relative distance errors with neighbors generated

by the image processing step and the errors of trajectories caused by the movement of NAOs. The

simulations by 10 robots with the random initial distributions in a limited range are continuously repeated

100 times respectively with different noise values. The details are shown below.

(1) Only considering the relative distance errors caused by image processing step, the largest relative

distance errors are set as δdij
∈ ±0.1de according to the tests with NAOs in Subsection 5.2 (δdij

∈

±0.1 m)2). The results show that when δdij
∈ ±0.1de, rdij

is mainly within ±13%, while the range of

rϕij
is mainly within ±20%.

(2) Keeping the relative distance errors δdij
∈ ±0.1de, the planned trajectory noises δdi

and δηi
are

introduced to the trajectories. Considering that the rotation and distance controls are closed and open

control, respectively, the noise values are set as δηi
= 0.5δdi

. After simulation, we find that δdi
∈ ±0.1de

and δηi
∈ ±0.05θe are the largest error range, with the results rdij

and rϕij
mainly within ±20% and

±30%, respectively.

Figures 15(a) and (b) show the distributions of rdij
and rϕij

at the convergent state of pyramid built by

10 robots with the relative distance noises δdij
∈ ±0.1de, and the planned trajectory noises δdi

∈ ±0.1de
and δηi

∈ ±0.1θe. Figure 16 shows the trajectories of pyramids built with 6, 10, 15 robots respectively

with noises δdij
∈ ±0.1de, δdi

∈ ±0.1de and δηi
∈ ±0.05θe. The slight-crossing trajectories shown in

Figures 16(d) and (f) are results from the combined sub-groups intercrossing with each other partially

because of the crowded initial distribution.

5.1.2 The test in static obstacle environment

Though the local position-based control method is proposed mainly for the obstacle-free environment,

it still can be used in the static obstacle environments as long as their relative positions can be got.

The process of pyramid building in the environment with obstacles is shown below and one example is

presented in Figure 17.

(1) At the beginning, the obstacles (the blue points with the same r = 0.2 m, shown in Figure 17(a))

are regarded as robots. The noises are added to the relative distances with neighbors and the planned

2) Relative angle errors are set unlimitedly, which means that the relative position errors δxij , δyij are within an area

with the radius rδ equal to the maximum relative distance error max{δdij}: rδ = 0.1de.
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Figure 16 (Color online) The examples of building pyramids with 6, 10, 15 robots respectively with the relative distance

noises δdij ∈ ±0.1de, and planned trajectory noises δdi ∈ ±0.1de and δηi ∈ ±0.05θe. (a), (c), (e) are the initial distributions

(the red points) with 6, 10, 15 robots respectively, while (b), (d), (f) are the corresponding trajectories (red lines) and the

built pyramid patterns (the points with black edges). The only one green point with black edge is the leader in the pyramid

patterns.

trajectories: δdij
∈ ±0.1de, δdi

∈ ±0.1de and δηi
∈ ±0.05θe. Then the distribution of pyramid pattern

considering the obstacles is optimized, and both the robots and obstacles participate in matching up with

the positions of pyramid pattern according to the collision avoidance strategy.

(2) After the match-up process, the real robots move to their destinations in the pyramid pattern along

their non-intercrossing straight trajectories without collision with the obtacles, as shown in Figure 17(b).

(3) Then the pyramid pattern and its surroundings are seperated into four areas: the internal, left,

right and bottom of the pyramid pattern. After that, the obstacles are judged which one or more areas

they belong to. Consequently the real robots will make a decision and choose a direction (left or right)

to plan translation trajectories for themselves to move out to a new area without obstacles and should

keep the pyramid pattern when they arrive at the new area, as shown in Figures 17(c) and (d).

(4) Then starting from the last layer, the robots correct the pyramid pattern by moving to the match-up

positions of obstacles in the pyramid pattern layer by layer, as shown in Figures 17(e) and (f).

Remarks. To avoid collision with obstacles when robots move along their planned translation trajec-

tories, the translation noises (δdti
, δηti

) cannot be too large. To achieve a pyramid pattern, the simulation

results show that the ranges of translation noises are not large: δdti
∈ ±0.05de, δηti

∈ ±0.05θe. The rea-

sons are twofold: (1) the error ranges of δdij
, δdi

, δηi
have been set as the largest ones; (2) the trajectories

with big errors may lead to the collision with obstacles or to the broken of pyramid patterns.

The simulation implies that: (1) the local position-based control methods is verified to be valid when

the number of robots increasing, even in the static obstacle environment, as long as the obstacles can

be detected and their relative positions can be obtained; (2) the pyramid pattern can be achieved if

the errors of relative distances meet δdij
∈ ±0.1de, and the errors of the planned trajectories are

within δdi
∈ ±0.1de and δηi

∈ ±0.05θe. The rdij
, rϕij

mainly fluctuate within ±20% and ±30%,

respectively.
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Figure 17 (Color online) One example of building a pyramid pattern in the static obstacle environment (8 robots and

7 obstacles) with relative distance noises δdij ∈ ±0.1de, planned trajectories noises δdi ∈ ±0.1de, δηi ∈ ±0.05θe, and

translation trajectory noises δdti ∈ ±0.05de, δηti ∈ ±0.05θe. The red points are the robots, while the blue points are the

obstacles. (a) The initial distribution of robots and obstacles; (b) the basic pyramid built by considering the obstacles as the

robots, where the black edge circles and dotted black edge circles are the positions in the pyramid pattern corresponding to

robots and obstacles respectively; (c) the basic pyramid moving out of the obstacle area along the planned obstacle-avoided

translation trajectories; (d) the basic pyramid at the obstacle-free area moved out from (c); (e), (f) the process of correcting

and building a final pyramid pattern by the followers moving to the positions in the pyramid pattern corresponding to the

obstacles layer by layer.

(a) (b)

Figure 18 (Color online) Experiments environment with enough space and many features. (a) Experiment environment

taken from front to back; (b) experiment environment taken from back to front.

5.2 Real experiments with three NAOs

The real experiments are done in a big lab with many features in surroundings, as shown in Figure 18. The

three NAOs are totally the same with V4 version. They communicate with each other by WiFi through

a center computer, with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU (4 processors) at 3.1 GHz, to exchange neighbors’

information. Before doing the experiments, we should calibrate the distance model and generate the

D-base.

5.2.1 Calibration of the distance model

To get the accurate calibration results, we calibrate the distance model in the simulation software “V-rep”

with the two NAOs built, as shown in Figure 5. The steps to sample the points is given:

(1) NAO-i, NAO-j both stand on the y axis of the “V-rep” frame. NAO-j has a fixed position (0,
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Figure 19 (Color online) An example of fitting curve of distance model with θ = 180. Here, f(x), x, p1, p2, represent d,
1
rg

, a and b, respectively.

Table 1 Part of coefficient pairs of D-base with different orientations

a b θ

0.5044 0.1095 0

0.5167 0.09141 5

0.5146 0.09774 10

0.5068 0.1037 15

0.5032 0.1053 20

0.4908 0.1258 25

...
...

...

1.0 m), while NAO-i can change its position between (0, 0.5 m) and (0,−0.45 m) with a back step length

0.05 m along y axis to keep the distance in the range [0.5 m, 1.45 m], totally 20 positions.

(2) NAO-j is set to every orientation associated with the M-base, whereas, NAO-i keeps along the y

axis of the “V-rep” frame.

(3) Owing to every orientation of NAO-j, the NAO-i recognizes the NAO-j and gets the scale rg at

each position mentioned in (1). Every distance dij and the reciprocal of the scale 1
rg

compose to a sample

pair. Then 20 sample pairs are got at every orientation of NAO-j, called a sample set.

(4) After the NAO-j turns around, 72 sample sets associated 72 masks in the M-base will be generated.

The sample pairs in each set are input into Matlab, a curve is fitted with the tool “cftool” (curve fitting

toolbox), and one coefficient pair can be got. Finally, 72 coefficient pairs are got and they make up a

D-base.

Figure 19 gives an example of fitted curve with θ = 180. Table 1 presents part of coefficient pairs

calibrated in the D-base.

5.2.2 Building of the pyramid pattern

Different from the simulation, some unexpected problems occur because of the environmental noises,

such as the disturbance of objects with the same or similar color with NAOs, the visual features changed

because of the light refection, and the joints and sensors’ errors caused by the robot aging. To solve these

problems, a series of tests are done, and associated solutions are given.

(i) Recognition of NAOs at “side” postures. Different from the other postures, every tuple group in

the “side” postures is composed by two tuples. Consequently, we should give a way to distinct the “side”

postures and recognize the NAOs at “side” postures, because the “side” postures have fewer features

than the other postures.

In Figure 6(c), the width of the tuple group in “side” postures is smaller than those in other postures.

As a result, the ratio rw =
wf

wi
is used to judge the postures, in which, wf and wi are the widths of the

visual features and the image respectively. In our experiments, if rw < 0.225, we believe the NAO stands

sideways.

Because the “side” posture only contains two tuples, sometimes it fails to recognize the NAOs. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 20 Two masks with “side” posture got in the real environment under two different kinds of lighting. The posture

parameters are: the heading ϕ = 90◦, the distance ds = 0.6 m, and the orientation θ = 270◦.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 21 (Color online) Comparison of the rotation behavior performed by the NAO itself and by the vision compass.

(a) The initial position; (b) and (c) are good and bad rotation results by the NAO itself; (d) and (e) are the rotation results

by the visual compass.

reason of failure is that the M-base is generated with ϕ = 0◦ in an ideal simulation environment without

any noises. However, in the real environment, without the influence from the noises, there is a great

difference between the features with ϕ = 0◦ and those with ϕ = 90◦ in the “side” postures. Then we

provide a supplementary “side” M-base got in the real environment with the light noise, which includes 2

masks with the same posture but two different kinds of light noises, as shown in Figure 20. The posture

parameters are: the heading ϕ = 90◦, the distance ds = 0.6 m, and the orientation θ = 270◦.

(ii) Evaluation of the visual compass. To evaluate the performance of the visual compass, the behavior

of turning around 180◦ is performed repeatedly by the NAO itself, and by the visual compass providing a

feedback at a given position (a line written by a chalk on the ground), as shown in Figure 21(a). The re-

sults are also shown in Figure 21. We find that: (1) the bad rotation results are mainly caused by the sways

of NAOs; (2) the results with the feedback of visual compass are more accurate than the results performed

by the NAO itself, especially when the sways of NAOs have little influence to the rotation. But the visual

compass also has some shortcomings, as shown in Figure 22. (1) When there are few features in one image,

the orientation offset will be wrong because of the lack of corresponding features, as shown in Figure 22(a).

(2) When there are similar features in the adjacent images, such as the corners of a table, wrong results

will occur, as shown in Figure 22(b). (3) When one step length is too large, similar to (1), no features

will be matched up, which leads to the false, such as Figure 22(c) with one step length 40◦.

(iii) Building the pyramid pattern. To build the pyramid pattern by NAOs with the proposed integrated

image processing method and the local position-based method, the process includes the following steps.

(1) The origin orientations of all the NAOs are set to be the same manually to keep all the fixed frames

being parallel, because of the lack of compass.

(2) Each NAO searches its neighbors around itself independently and gets neighbors’ information (the

relative positions) with the proposed integrated image processing method.

(3) All of NAOs communicate with each other by the WiFi to exchange their neighbors’ information,
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 22 The situations of leading to wrong estimations of orientations by visual compass. (a) Few features in one or

two images; (b) similar features in two images; (c) large rotation step length (40◦).

Table 2 The moving distances and associated orientation errors

Distance (m) eorien (radian) Distance (m) eorien (radian)

0.2 −0.0211 0.5 0.1698

0.2 0.0957 0.7 0.5292*

0.3 0.3734* 0.7 0.2274

0.3 −0.0379 0.8 0.334

0.4 0.0125 0.8 0.4465

0.4 −0.1579 1.0 0.4493

0.5 0.1374 1.0 0.4062

* The errors are large because of the heave sway of the NAO when it moves.

after all the NAOs finish the step (2).

(4) The NAOs distinguish the IDs of their neighbors according to the neighbor-check method by

themselves.

(5) The NAO with the maximum amount of neighbors is chosen as the center, and its fixed frame

is considered as the common frame. Then the positions of the other NAOs can be translated into this

common frame.

(6) The proposed collision avoidance strategy is used to design an optimized pyramid pattern closed

to the initial distribution. The strategy matches up the positions in both the initial and the pyramid

distributions in the pyramid frame and generate the non-intercrossing straight trajectories (ηi, di).

(7) Finally, with the kinematical control, the leader goes to its destination firstly, and then the fol-

lowers move along their trajectories and arrive at their destinations. After turning back to the pyramid

orientation, the pyramid building is completed.

Remarks. Because the NAOs share the same algorithms, (4)–(7) steps are done in each NAO inde-

pendently.

In this process, a simple kinematical control is used to correct the movement of NAOs as mentioned

in Subsection 4.2, which includes rotation control and distance control.

(1) Rotation control. Considering the properties of visual compass got in Subsection 5.2.2, the step

length cannot be larger than 40◦. To get enough corresponding points, the step length is set as θstp =

min{15◦, θ− θ̂} (θ and θ̂ are the expected rotation angle and completed rotation angle computed by the

visual compass respectively), and the PID coefficients are set as kP = 1.0, kI = 0, kD = 0.2 until the

error eθ (eθ = |θ − θ̂|) is within an allowed error.

(2) Distance control. Because the feedback of the inertial unit is accurate, the open-loop control is

used to adjust the movement distance. After a series of distance tests (shown in Table 2), it implies that

only running less than 20 cm per step can keep the movement trajectory in a straight line. The distance

accuracy can be accepted.
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Figure 23 (Color online) The results of NAOs moving 0.8 m along a line (a chalk line, rewritten with red dashed line).

(a)–(d) The movement results performed by the NAO itself; (e)–(h) the movement results performed by the distance control.

(a) and (e) are the initial postures of both tests; (b) is the posture of moving forward 20 cm; (c) and (d) show the deviation

of the movement by the NAO itself; (f) is the posture of moving forward 40 cm after the second step with dstp = 20 cm;

(g) presents the deviation of the orientation even moving forward 20 cm; (h) is the correction result of (g) by using the

orientation feedback of distance control at the end of this step.

As a result, the step length is set as dstp = 20 cm, and the rotation control is used to correct the

orientation (but kD = 0) at each step until the NAOs arrive at the destinations. Figure 23 presents the

results of one NAO running 0.8 m along a line by itself (Figures 23(a)–(d)) or by the distance control

with dstp = 20 cm (Figures 23(e)–(f)). Generally, with a step dstp = 20 cm, the NAO will move straight,

as shown in Figures 23(b) and (f). Sometimes, it will generate an orientation deviation, as shown in

Figure 23(g). In this case, the rotation control will be used to correct the orientation, presented in

Figure 23(h).

With the preparation work, 3 NAOs build the pyramid pattern according to the trajectories planned

by the proposed integrated image processing method and local position-based method with the expected

relative distance and relative angle: de = 0.8 m and ϕe = 30◦. When searching the neighbors, the

forehead camera of each NAO needs to scan the surroundings around. As the range of head yaw is

[−119.5◦, 119.5◦] in the NAO frame, the NAOs can get all their neighbors’ information with the integrated

image processing method after scanning twice with the forehead camera at the orientation of θ = 0◦ and

θ = 180◦ respectively in the fixed frames. The rotation to 180◦ from 0◦ is finished by the rotation control.

Then with the shared neighbors’ information by WiFi, the NAOs will plan trajectories (ηi, di) with

the proposed local position-based method. After that, the NAOs move to their destinations along their

trajectories. During the process, rotation control is used to rotate ηi to face the destination, and distance

control is then adopted to move straight approximately until they arrive at the destination. One example

is shown in Figure 24.

5.3 Discussion

The performance of the local position-based method has been tested both in the simulation with up to 15

robots and in the real experiments with 3 NAOs. From a great deal of simulations in Matlab, the largest

allowed noise ranges to achieve a pyramid pattern is carried out: the relative distance noises δdij
∈ ±0.1de,

the planned trajectory noises δdi
∈ ±0.1de, and δηi

∈ ±0.05θe. And the local position-based method also

can be used in the static obstacle environment with certain translation noises.

Except for being used to plan trajectories in the obstacle-free or static obstacle environments, the

collision avoidance strategy can also provide the optimized expected formation pattern and the position

relationship among robots for the application of distributed methods in the more complex environment

(such as unexpected dynamic object environment). With the position relationship, each robot can plan

and update its trajectory according to its neighbors’ information in the distributed methods.

At the same time, the success of the pyramid building with 3 NAOs in the indoor environment verifies

the feasibility and convergence of the proposed integrated image processing method and the local position-
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Figure 24 (Color online) An example of pyramid building. (a) Initial distribution of NAOs; (b) the NAOs search neighbors

at θ = 0◦ with the ϕ ∈ [0◦, 119◦]; (c) the NAOs search neighbors at θ = 0◦ with the ϕ ∈ [−119◦, 0◦]; (d) the NAOs are

rotating to θ = 180◦ from θ = 0◦ with the rotation control; (e) the NAOs search neighbors at θ = 180◦; (f) NAOs are

exchanging information among NAOs by WiFi through the PC, the leader and followers are identified, and the trajectories

are planned well with the proposed method; (g) the leader is rotating to the destination with the rotation control; (h) the

leader has arrived at its destination with the distance control; (i) the leader rotates to the pyramid orientation and the

followers begin rotating to face to their destinations with the rotation control; (j) follower 2 arrives at its destination, while

follower 1 still rotates to its destination; (k) followers 2 has rotated to the pyramid orientation and follower 1 has arrived

at its destination; (l) after follower 1 rotates to the pyramid orientation, the pyramid building is achieved.

based method after repeating experiments. The errors of relative distances between the NAOs are within

±0.1 m with an expected distance de = 0.8 m, and the errors of relative angles are in the allowed range

with the visual compass providing the feedback.

But sometimes the pyramid building with NAOs fails or has a large error. The reasons are:

(1) the failure of recognition of NAOs due to the overlapping of NAOs and light noises in the image;

(2) the error of visual compasses because of the dynamic features (the mobile neighboring NAOs) in two

adjacent images; (3) the large movement errors of the NAO caused by the NAOs aging. Further, the

initial range among NAOs cannot be too large because of the limited recognition range for each NAO

([0.5 m, 1.45 m]). Usually, the initial distances among NAOs are within [0.6 m, 1.2 m].

However, the stability of the pyramid building by NAOs can be improved. (1) The recognition algorithm

can be perfected by increasing the features of masks in the M-base (such as colors and contour factors) and

by reducing the influence of the light noises in the images. (2) The movement performance of NAOs can

be improved by updating the feature extraction method of the visual compass to prevent the emergence

of the situation in Figure 22(b), and by adopting the closed-loop control to the distance control with the

video cameras providing the feedback (such as the size of features), or using new NAOs.

Moreover, the other NAO sensors can be adopted to detect the obstacles. Usually, the forehead camera

can find obstacles, and the bottom camera on the chin can help to observe the ground. But if they fail,

the feet bumpers [27] can sense the obstacles when the foots move forward and collide with them (the

NAO can stand up by itself if it falls down); and the arm tactile sensors [27] can perceive them when the

NAOs touch against the obstacles or other objects. In these cases, based on the foot bumpers or arm

tactile sensors, the NAOs can go around the obstacles. In addition, the sonars have a large working range,

[0.25 m,2.55 m] [28], as a result, the sonars can be used to detect the surroundings and prejudge whether

there are objects in the long distance and measure the distances with the objects. Then the NAOs can

update the trajectories to prevent the obstacles using the information got by sonars and cameras.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on solving a pyramid pattern building problem for a fleet of NAOs based on the

forehead camera of each NAO with minimum WiFi communication. The contributions are twofold: (1)

an estimation method of the local positions based on automatic recognition of the neighbors and their

relative poses is put forward; (2) a local position-based method associated with an O(n logn) complexity

collision avoidance strategy is proposed to plan trajectories and build a pyramid pattern.

Specifically, the local positions are estimated by successively applying an integrated image processing

method: (1) an M-base is generated to store the features of NAOs, and a cross-correlation method is

introduced to recognize the NAOs; (2) relative distance and angle models are established to get the local

information from a single image; (3) to overcome the lack of actual compass, the orientation of the NAO

is estimated from a pair of images with a visual compass. Then in the local position-based method,

(1) a neighbor-check method is put forward to distinguish the IDs of NAOs; (2) with a common frame

constructed, an O(n log n) complexity collision avoidance strategy inspired by one graph theory is given

to optimize the pyramid distribution and plan the straight non-intercrossing trajectories.

The feasibility and stability of the O(n logn) complexity collision avoidance strategy have been vali-

dated with up to 15 robots in the obstacle-free and static obstacle environments respectively in Matlab.

The performances of all our methods are verified by doing experiments with 3 NAOs. But sometimes the

formation building is not satisfying because of the failure of some NAOs’ recognition, the error of visual

compass, or large errors of NAOs’ movements.

In the future work, we will give another coordination method to build the pyramid pattern in the more

complex environment, such as the dynamic obstacle evnironment. Furthermore, the image processing

methods will be studied deeply to improve the stability of NAOs’ movement. Moreover, the other NAO

sensors (e.g., sonars, foot bumpers, and arm tactile sensors) will be considered to be used to detect the

obstacles.
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